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Letter 330
“… But At The End Of The Day” Of The Night
2015-03-26
Dear Dan,
23 March 2015
I began working Third Shift (Graveyard) in the (G6a) department at (G6) in October 2003,
about two months before Saddam Hussein was discovered hiding in a hole in the ground by
US Forces in Baghdad. One day the TV was on in the break room, and at one point I
wandered in just in time to see the CNN report of his capture. Mr. Hussein was executed for
crimes against his people in December of 2006, and co-incidentally this is the same model
year of the Chrysler 300 (M) and I just purchased, making the car nine (9) years old.
In Letter 216 - Volume 4, the Lord prophesied that there would be a night after the recently
ended Old Day, before the dawning of the New Day. This is now referred to as the Night of
Ferocity. This was when my spiritual eyes were injured, even unto blindness, by “Uday &
Qusay*”, and from other battles I have had to endure.
I often remark to my angels that, even though it is night while we work at (G6), because I
am awake it is day to me. And when I sleep during the day, it is night. So it can truly be said
that when I am awake, it is the Day of the Night. (I also can say that I work ten days a week. I
start on one day, and \inish on another, \ive times a week. 2 x 5 =10).
Last week at work, I was thinking about this and it seemed that the Lord gave me free rein
to make a declaration concerning when the night will end.
So I blurted out words that became the following:

"

“THE END OF THE NIGHT OF FEROCITY WILL END ON THE LAST DAY OF MY TENURE AT
(G6)*, AND THAT WILL END WHEN THE LORD OPENS UP A NEW MEANS OF PROVISION
FOR (M) AND ME. THE VERY NEXT DAY AFTER MY LAST DAY OF EMPLOYMENT, WHEN I
WILL NO LONGER WALK ON (G6) SOIL FOR WAGES, WILL MARK THE BEGINNING OF THE
NEW DAY, ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN.”

This will be a New Day like no other.
A Day of Faith, Hope, Love, and Forgiveness Omnipotent.
A Day without Satan himself being able to in\luence anyone.
A Day of revealing all of Satan’s resources.
A Day of overcoming all the works of the Devil.
A Day of destroying all the works of the Devil.
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A Day of removing all the \ingerprints of Satan and his resources from all the Church.
A Day of the Good Things of God, ad in\initum…
Yesterday (M) and I were in the 300 together, driving home from an appointment. And as
we were talking, I commented that I would retire from working at (G6) when the Chrysler
was paid for. We have a four year note of obligation. It will be paid in full by March 2019 at
the latest. At the latest that is, unless we win the Lottery, or something.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
*So that means the Lord will need to designate a new Kingdom Manager at (G6), because
Gabriel and I will be leaving together.
P. S. Do you remember one of the common phrases that emerged in the news media as they
were reporting about the Iraq War? Some reporter or spokesman would most always end
his comments with;

"

“… BUT AT THE END OF THE DAY…”
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